


On behalf of Dustin and myself, I would like to welcome you to the Rainbow River Simmentals 3rd Annual Bull & Female sale.

As you may or may not know, in 2017 Dustin and I sold our farm near Minnedosa and moved to my hometown, Fisher Branch, in the Interlake 

region. Since last February when our farm sold, we have moved our entire farm from Minnedosa to Fisher Branch, including every cow, calf, and 

replacement heifer, and every piece of equipment right down to the last steel panel. We have built a new house, new corrals (which are still under 

construction), and we just fi nished building a new calving barn which will also double as our sale facility. Amongst all of the moving, construction 

and regular ongoings with the cattle, Dustin and I also farmed 750 acres of crop land near Cardale, plus about 250 grain acres here in Fisher 

Branch. Quite literally, our lives have been a complete blur for the last year! 

We decided this period of change makes for the right time to adjust our bull sale format as well, as I’ve been wanting to move to an on farm 

sale for a few years now. In order to hire all of the professional sales staff that we identifi ed as our fi rst choices, we pushed our sale date back by 

two and a half weeks to accommodate everyone’s schedules. We have put together a very professional, knowledgeable and respected crew 

of people for our sales team. The other exciting new addition to our sale this spring is the heifer component. This is the fi rst time that we will be 

opening up our replacement heifer pen and selling females along with the bulls.

Throughout the catalogue you will notice that I mention udder quality, docility, soundness and easy keeping ability quite a bit. Those are four of 

the very top requirements we place on our cows, and those traits back up our sale bulls and heifers quite consistently. We believe in the strength 

of a good momma cow and we strive to produce cattle that are feed effi cient on forages. Our main cow herd has not seen a kernel of grain since 

2013. On forage alone, they are in good body condition throughout the year, rebreed in a narrow 50 day breeding window and raise a good calf. 

We believe those low input cows are the type that will make us, and our commercial customers, the most money.

This summer, the bulls were split into two groups and raised on two very different pastures until weaning. You will notice a divide in weaning 

weights because of that. Half of the bulls gained incredibly well on a reed canary grass/timothy pasture which had grass that stood taller than 

their dams for most of the summer, whereas the other half were on a ridge pasture that ended up being a little short on grass. The heifers went to 

a half section of plentiful grass and we started pail feeding them oats in December. Keeping in mind that these heifers need to breed this spring 

and milk well next year, they have not been pushed hard but are being grown out slowly and are in good breeding condition.

Most of our bulls and heifers on offer are sired by industry leading A.I. sires, and the balance are sired by a bull we raised, showed successfully, 

and used for clean up for two years. The Riddler sire group is the dominant group in the sale and as consistent as you will fi nd. The ability of The 

Riddler to consistently keep gestation close to 285 days, sire the curve-bender type and stamp them with the same look is almost unprecedented. 

These sons by The Riddler truly are herd bull material. The Vision sons offer a stylish twist with some chrome and the group of ET brothers out of 

our $17,000 Blacksand Linette 823U donor cow are powerful. The Royal Red and Navigator sons are soft made, long bodied, well-muscled cattle. 

In the heifer department, our focus is to offer females that are “Sisters to the Bulls” in the sale. If you cross reference the bulls’ pedigrees to those 

of the heifers, you will notice linkages between them. We selected these heifers intentionally to show the power and consistency in the sire groups 

and cow families on offer.

We look forward to hosting all of our past, present and future customers at our new farm. If you can’t join us in person, please log on to DLMS and 

participate in the sale over the internet. The cattle are available for viewing anytime prior to the sale, just contact me to schedule a viewing. If you 

have any questions feel free to give me a call. We hope to see you on sale day!

Cheers,

Jennilee & Dustin Stewart



Sale Information
NEW LOCATION:
On the Farm, Fisher Branch, MB

Sale Day Phones:
Jennilee Stewart  ............................. 204-761-6644
Dustin Stewart  ............................... 204-724-2330
Bohrson Marketing Services:
Darryl Snider  ...................................780-385-5561
Rob Voice ......................................... 306-361-6775

Sale Staff:
Ryan Dorran, Auctioneer  ............. 403-507-6483
Darryl Snider, Ringman  ..................780-385-5561 
Scott Tibble, Ringman  .................. 204-734-0210

Online Bidding:
If you are unable to make it to the sale, online bidding 
will be available through DLMS.ca
Mark Shologan, DLMS  ................. 780-699-5082
Whitney Bosovich, DLMS ...............  780-991-3025

Photos & Videos:
Photos taken by Rainbow River Simmentals from 
February 9-13, 2018.
Videos taken February 27, 2018 and are available for 
viewing at www.cattlevids.ca, www.DLMS.ca and 
www.rainbowriversimmentals.com

On Offer
16 Black Simmental Bulls
9 Red Simmental Bulls
10 Open Replacement Heifers



Delivery:
Option A: Bring your trailer to the sale and take your bull 
home sale day. Heifers must be picked up on sale day 
unless prior arrangements have been made.
Option B: Free delivery within 400 km to your farm, to 
central points in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta, 
or to the nearest Canada-USA border crossing. Delivery 
beyond 400 km to be charged at cost to the buyer. 
Delivery will begin immediately after the sale at the 
seller’s convenience. If you are unable to receive your 
bull when we are delivering to your area, then the bull 
must be picked up from Rainbow River Simmentals at the 
buyer’s expense.
Option C: Bulls may be left at the farm free of charge until 
April 1. A rate of $5 per head per day will apply after April 
1 and bulls will then need to be picked up by the buyer at 
the buyer’s expense no later than May 1. We insist that all 
purchases be insured while remaining at Rainbow River 
Simmentals. All bulls and heifers become the risk of the 
buyer as soon as sold. While we will always take every 
precaution to provide the utmost care for your animal, 
we are not responsible for any illness, injuries or mortality 
after the animal is declared sold.  

DNA Testing, Semen Testing and Sale Weights:
• All bulls and heifers have homo polled and coat colour 

results specifi ed in this catalogue.
• Bulls will be semen tested, scrotal measured, palpated 

and inspected by a veterinarian. Heifers will be palpated 
and confi rmed open by a veterinarian.

• Sale weights and semen test results will be posted on 
our website prior to sale day.

Health and Nutrition:
• Bulls have been developed on alfalfa haylage, native 

grass hay, whole oats, salt and Masterfeeds Blueprint 
Mineral. The whole oats has been pail fed to limit grain 
intake while promoting growth and longevity.

• Heifers have been developed predominately on alfalfa 
haylage, native grass hay, salt and Masterfeeds 
Blueprint Mineral. They have been supplemented with 
pail fed whole oats.

• All bulls and heifers have been on a total herd health 
program since birth, and received Ivomec pour-on 
at weaning (September 22 & 23 for the bulls, October 
1 for the heifers), and again in February 2018. All bulls 
and heifers have been vaccinated and boostered with 
Pyramid 5 + Presponse in March and at weaning, and 
with Covexin Plus in March, May and at weaning. Bulls 
and heifers also received SafeGuard oral drench at 
weaning.

Semen Collection:
Rainbow River Simmentals reserves the right to collect 
semen on any bull sold through this sale. The semen 
collection will be at Rainbow River Simmentals’ expense 
and the buyer’s convenience. Any semen collected will be 
for Rainbow River Simmentals’ in-herd use only.

Breeder Guarantee:
All bulls and heifers are guaranteed to be satisfactory 
breeders in accordance with the guidelines set forth 
by the Canadian Simmental Association. If a problem 
occurs with your purchase, please notify us as soon 
as possible. A bull of equal value and quality will be 
supplied, if available, or a credit given towards the 
purchase of another bull. Any credit issued must be used 
in the following year’s sale and will expire thereafter. No 
refunds will be issued. This guarantee does not cover 
death, injury, sickness or mismanagement. Complete 
breeder guarantee details are available under the Terms 
and Conditions specifi ed in this catalogue.

Sight Unseen Purchases:
If you are unable to attend the sale or unable to view the 
bulls and females prior to sale day, we would gladly assist 
you with making a sale selection. Please contact Jennilee 
to discuss the bulls and females in our sale offering, and 
your specifi c needs. Alternatively, feel free to contact a 
representative from Bohrson Marketing as they have 
been through the sale cattle in early February and will 
represent your needs in a professional manner.

U.S. Buyers:
Exchange rate will be announced on sale day. Rainbow 
River Simmentals will take care of the necessary testing 
for export on bulls and heifers, charged at cost to the 
buyer. 

Insurance:
Lois & Blair McRae, Keystone Livestock Services: 
204-573-5192 (cell) or 204-728-3058 (home)

Accommodations:
Fisher Branch Motor Hotel, Fisher Branch: 204-372-6351
Country Harvest Inn, Broad Valley: 204-372-6618

Sale Location:
From the corner of Fisher Branch at Highway 17: 3 miles 
north on highway 17, turn west onto Rd 144N and go 3 
miles until you come to your fi rst stop sign. Turn north 
onto Rd 9W and we are the fi rst farm on the west side, 
up on the hill.
From Provincial Road 325 east of Ashern: Turn south off 
PR 325 onto Rd 9W, go a little more than 3.5 miles on Rd 
9W. We are the fi rst farm on the west side of Rd 9W after 
the curves.

$1250 In Sale Credits!
We value our customers and everyone who expresses 
interest in our cattle. To show our appreciation, we would 
like to reward you with a few sales credits to be drawn as 
follows:
PRE-SALE CREDIT: Register to bid sale day either in person 
or online with DLMS and be entered to win one of two 
pre-sale credits in the amounts of $500 and $250.
BUYER’S CREDIT: For each lot purchased during the sale, 
the successful buyer will be entered in a post-sale draw 
to win a $500 credit. If the winner of this draw also won 
one of the pre-sale credits, then it’s their lucky day! This 
is our way of saying “Thank You” to our customers for 
investing in a Rainbow River bull or heifer. P lease join us for lunch on sale day



This bull is pure power in the fl esh and in pedigree, and a very deserving candidate to kick off our 2018 bull offering. He has been a stand 
out since day one and stems from one of the most prominent and successful cow families in the Canadian Simmental breed. It goes without 
saying that his dam, RF Certainly Flirtin 202Z, is one of the most famous cows in the country, with well over $400,000 in progeny and embryo 
sales to date. She is a double Supreme Champion female at CWA and the third generation in her cow family to win the Alberta Supreme at 
Farmfair. Adding W/C Wide Track to the pedigree of 38E only adds more power, maternal strength and outcross genetics to the mix. Garth 
Rancier saw the dam of Wide Track in the states and was so impressed by her that he decided to fl ush 202Z this way. As a testament to the 
strength in the pedigree of 38E, a full sib sister to him sold for $18,000 in the 2016 Friday Night Lights sale. 38E is a stylish, eye-catching bull that 
is proud fronted and nice headed, plus powerful from all angles with his deep, soggy rib, big hip and top, and awesome hair. He did have a 
notch higher BW, but his recip dam is a purebred cow that ranks at the bottom 90% of the breed for BW, so we attribute his extra size to her 
infl uence. His own EPDs for CE and BW rank above breed average at the top 45% and 35% of the breed. His daughters should be impeccable 
females and we think he will do a lot of good for whoever steps up to buy him. We will be retaining semen for in-herd use and we look forward 
to the impact he will also have on our program.

1 RAINBOWRIVER Fast Track 38E

 3C W/C RIGHT TRACK W9462

W/C WIDE TRACK 694Y
 MISS WERNING 694S

  WHEATLAND STOUT 930W

RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 202Z
 RF FLIRTIN FOR CERTIN 37U

Homo Polled ~ Hetero Black

Dam - RF Certainly Flirtin 202Z 38E in January 2018 Full Sib Sister - RF Certainly Flirtin 632D

BPTG1209543  ~  JNB 38E  ~ Jan 29, 2017  ~  BW:  110  ~  Adj WW: 846  ~  Adj YW: 1385 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
6.7 2.8 57.8 90.9 24 -0.1 52.9 106.99 61.68
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22E is a powerful Riddler son and a true sale feature. Every good herd bull needs a great dam, and the dam of 22E is exactly that. 78U is an 
easy keeping, soggy, deep ribbed, wide topped cow with an ideal udder that is always noticed by visitors, including the most astute breeders. 
She’s the kind that you’d like a whole herd of. 78U has a really good bull calf at side, has produced two of our high selling bulls in the past, a 
daughter sold to Sun Rise Simmentals in 2015, and we have two productive daughters retained in herd, one of which raised our high selling bull 
last year that sold for $16,100 to Crossroad Farms, SK. 22E is a personal favourite of mine and one that I contemplated on keeping for our own 
use more than once. I just love the look of this bull. He’s so soft made and stylish, and really deep ribbed, carrying that depth fully through his 
heart girth. He has a really wide, square hip and top, and smooth shoulder that ties into an attractive neck and head. He is sound on his feet 
and legs, and travels out well. His hair is thick and he has a great disposition like all the Riddler progeny do. He was extremely vigorous at birth, 
weaned off his dam on Sept 22 weighing a respectable 976 lbs and has a very strong EPD profi le ranking him well above breed average for 
almost every trait. 22E really is a very complete package and a very exciting herd bull prospect. He will defi nitely be a front runner on sale day!

2
 LFE GOTHAM 819Y

LFE THE RIDDLER 323B
 LFE BS CHARO 23Y

  MSC  FANTASY

GBV BLACK UMBRA 78U
 RAINBOW RIVER TOORED 120N

Homo Polled ~ Homo Black

Dam - GBV Black Umbra 78U Maternal Sister - Rainbowriver Cosmo 14C22E Front View

BPG1209473  ~  JNB 22E  ~ Jan 23, 2017  ~  BW:  101  ~  Adj WW: 842  ~  Adj YW: 1309 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
8.9 3.1 78.9 113.2 16.5 12.2 56 113.68 71.15

RAINBOWRIVER Riddler 22E



If you like them long, stylish, big 
footed and packed full of muscle 
with a big, square hip, then this 
feature bull is one to circle. All 
summer he would demand your 
attention with his stout hip and 
herd bull presence at an early age. 
4E weaned off his dam on Sept 22 
weighing a whopping 1084 lbs, and 
he didn’t slow down posting a 1440 
lb YW on Jan 18. He comes from a 
good milking, strong footed cow 
family and his dam is very fertile. 
She had three bulls prior to 4E, all of 
which sold off the top of our bull pen 
each year. 4E is the curve bender 
type that will calve easily on cows 
and really add some pounds to his 
calves. As an added bonus, he was 

born with a short 
gestation of 283 days.

This is another really long bodied 
bull with lots of depth and style. His 
full brother, Titan 30D, was perhaps 
our most popular bull last spring, 
but suffered an injury prior to sale 
day. 69E is nearly a spitting image of 
his older brother. His dam is a good 
producing, dark red cow that still 
has nice teat size at 8 years of age. 
We also have two daughters of 9X 
producing here, both with perfect 
udders. A granddaughter of 9X sells 
as Lot 35. Yet again, her 2018 bull 
calf is also impressive. 69E is another 
high performing, curve bender type 
that will calve well on cows and 
produce good milking daughters 
with quality udders. His gestation 
was 286 days.

RAINBOWRIVER Riddler 4E

 LFE GOTHAM 819Y

LFE THE RIDDLER 323B
 LFE BS CHARO 23Y

  JNB BLACK XPLOSION 20X

GBV/JNB BLACK ZENA 8Z
 GLS COLLEGE TUITION 6P

Homo Polled ~ Homo Black

RAINBOWRIVER Riddler 69E

 LFE GOTHAM 819Y

LFE THE RIDDLER 323B
 LFE BS CHARO 23Y

  FSP MACHO MAN 6M

GBV JNB RED VEGAS 9X
 GBV JNB 33M REDISABEL 65M

Homo Polled ~ Hetero Black

Dam - GBV/JNB Black Zena 8Z

Full Brother - Rainbowriver Titan 30D Dam - GBV JNB Red Vegas 9X

3

4

BPG1209406  ~  JNB 4E  ~ Jan 11, 2017  ~  BW:  96  ~  Adj WW: 893  ~  Adj YW: 1376 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
8.1 2.3 80.2 117 21.7 10.8 61.8 116.78 73.45

BPG1213513  ~  GBV 69E  ~ Feb 22, 2017  ~  BW: 95  ~  Adj WW: 849  ~  Adj YW: 1439 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
6 2.9 73.3 108.8 29.3 11 66 109.99 68.4
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A more moderate framed option in the Riddler category. A real tank of a bull, built almost as wide as he is tall, super docile, and has been a 
favourite all year with his powerful yet stylish look. 32E was born from his recip dam with a short 282 day gestation, moderate BW and lots 
of vigour, and weaned off at 924 lbs on Sept 22. Check out his very strong EPD profi le with 10 out of 12 traits ranking above breed average, 
including top 10% of the breed for WW, YW and maternal CE, as well as his API and TI ranking at the top 15% and 4%. If you’re looking for a pair 
of bulls to run together, these two Riddler x Linette fl ush mates could fi t the bill. All year long we’ve been undecided which bull we like more, 
you be the judge on sale day!

We purchased Linette as a $17,000 high seller at the Black Sand Cattle 
Co. dispersal in 2014. We loved the strong maternal attributes and potent 
consistency of her sire, Liner 104S, and the power she possessed with so 
much body mass in a moderate frame. To say that Linette has been a 
game changer for our program would be an understatement. Her positive 
infl uence in our herd is obvious throughout our bull and heifer pen. We 
have two daughters in production, both of which have perfect udders and 
very strong calves at side. She has fl ushed consistently well, her embryos 
sold to date have averaged just shy of $1950 per egg, and she has progeny 
walking the pastures at Valley Creek Simmentals in Australia. Linette has 
proven to be a very versatile and consistent donor, always producing the 
right kind regardless of what bull she is mated to. Lots 5 to 9 in the bull 
section, and Lots 27 to 29 in the heifer section are all Linette progeny out 
of four different sires. Lot 12 is a grandson. You will notice the consistency 
in her progeny on offer. Take your pick, I’m confi dent they will produce as 
good for you as Linette has for us.

RAINBOWRIVER Riddler 32E

BLACKSAND Line� e 823U

 LFE GOTHAM 819Y

LFE THE RIDDLER 323B
 LFE BS CHARO 23Y

  SPRINGCREEK LINER 104S

BLACKSAND LINETTE 823U
 SPRINGCREEK DAWN 131P

Hetero Polled ~ Homo Black
32E Rear View

5
BPTG1209533  ~  JNB 32E  ~ Jan 25, 2017  ~  BW:  92  ~  Adj WW: 809  ~  Adj YW: 1305 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
6.6 2.3 80.2 118 22.1 11.8 62.2 117.32 73.82



This freight train is one of my favourites in the whole offering and may be one of the most powerful bulls we’ve ever raised. He’s outstanding in 
terms of performance, disposition and phenotype. I’m not sure that there is a photo that can truly show off how good this bull is - you need to 
see him in the fl esh to fully appreciate him. He checks off all the boxes: wide based, big hipped, long bodied, lots of depth and full of dimension 
from the ground up. Soggy made with lots of hair, yet has an attractive look and herd bull presence about him. He moves out well and is 
a big time performance bull posting a 4.46 lb/d ADG after weaning. This mating of Riddler x Linette has proven to be a never miss genetic 
combination with both bull and heifer progeny. A full sib brother was our high selling black bull in 2017 to Percyview Farms Ltd, SK. Two full sib 
heifers sold at the Shades of the Prairies in 2016, one was a high seller to Milestone Simmentals and the other also walks the beautiful hills at 
Percyview Farms. Ask Grant how much he likes his heifer! Another full sib sister calved in January and is a beautiful female with an ideal udder 
and the right amount of milk. I would expect the same qualities in daughters sired by 43E and his sons should be performance powerhouses. 
Invest with confi dence into this great herd bull. He is special and comes by it honestly.

RAINBOWRIVER Riddler 43E

 LFE GOTHAM 819Y

LFE THE RIDDLER 323B
 LFE BS CHARO 23Y

  SPRINGCREEK LINER 104S

BLACKSAND LINETTE 823U
 SPRINGCREEK DAWN 131P

Homo Polled ~ Homo Black

43E Rear View43E in January 2018 Lots 5 & 6 Full Brother

6
BPTG1213361  ~  JNB 43E  ~ Feb 1, 2017  ~  BW:  99  ~  Adj WW: 804  ~  Adj YW: 1518 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
6.6 2.3 80.2 118 22.1 11.8 62.2 117.32 73.82
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Another really stout feature bull with a strong herd bull presence that has been a favourite all year. When we fl ushed Linette to The Godfather 
I envisioned the progeny ending up exactly like 37E. Powerful. Performance oriented. Docile. Good hair and lots of testicle. The Godfather was 
a red, performance type bull that we used and loved the quality of his calves. He is now deceased and his semen is unavailable, so scoop up 
a powerful Godfather son while you can as there won’t be many left to choose from in the future. 37E is the only bull we got from the eggs we 
implanted last year from that fl ush. A fl ush mate sister sells as Lot 28 and we are retaining another sister for ourselves. 37E showed a strong 
herd bull presence at an early age and has lots of natural muscle shape, width and dimension. He was born with a moderate BW and a 
gestation of 285 days, and weaned off at 903 lbs on Sept 22.

RAINBOWRIVER Godfather 37E

 HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X

LRX THE GODFATHER 141Z
 LRX MS ACE 10X

  SPRINGCREEK LINER 104S

BLACKSAND LINETTE 823U
 SPRINGCREEK DAWN 131P

Homo Polled ~ Hetero Black

 MRL EL TIGRE 52Z

IPU TIGER 73C
 IPU MS RED EFFORT 104S

  SPRINGCREEK LINER 104S

BLACKSAND LINETTE 823U
 SPRINGCREEK DAWN 131P

Hetero Polled ~ Hetero Black

This is Linette’s natural calf. 65E weaned off just a couple pounds shy 
of 900 lbs on Sept 22, proving that Linette can raise them as good 
as she can produce them. We purchased his sire, IPU Tiger 73C, as 
the $30,000 high selling black bull from Labatte Simmentals in 2016, 
but lost him to an injury. 65E is long bodied with a round hip and lots 
of muscle expression. Like his sire, 65E will be a performance type 
bull adding extra stretch to his calves. He does have a higher BW, but 
much of that extra weight is attributed to his extra length and when 
we sell calves by the pound, we know that length pays. He calved 
easily, unassisted and with lots of vigour, and he’s smooth enough 
through the shoulders that I would expect the same from his calves. 
If you like your calves starting off with a bit more substance at birth, 
then 65E will fi t the bill.

7

8

BPTG1209541  ~  JNB 37E  ~ Jan 29, 2017  ~  BW:  93  ~  Adj WW: 802  ~  Adj YW: 1394 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
6.1 3.4 73.7 112.4 16.6 6.3 53.5 111.6 67.6

BPG1213510  ~  JNB 65E  ~ Feb 16, 2017  ~  BW:  109  ~  Adj WW: 857  ~  Adj YW: 1307 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
0.4 5.7 75.1 107 19.5 7.7 57.1 99.72 64.65

RAINBOWRIVER Tiger 65E



 LFE BLACK LAKOTA 385W

NUG ROYAL RED 324A
 TRIPILE C SMARTY PANTS R

  SPRINGCREEK LINER 104S

BLACKSAND LINETTE 823U
 SPRINGCREEK DAWN 131P

Homo Polled ~ Hetero Black

 LFE BLACK LAKOTA 385W

NUG ROYAL RED 324A
 TRIPILE C SMARTY PANTS R

  RCC/TCF LINE DRIVE M181

SPRINGCREEK  LINNE 10R
 ACS MISS CHUCKWAGON 24M

Homo Polled ~ Hetero Black

The last Linette son on offer this year and what a herd bull he is! 54E is a soft made, big hipped, attractive package with lots of spring and 
depth of rib. You really have to appreciate the overall mass, natural muscle expression, dimension and look that this bull has. The Royal 
Red sire really clicked with Linette and is a genetic combination that we felt would stack some maternal greatness by mixing the famous 
Smarty Pants cow with Linette and Liner 104S. If you’re into keeping your own replacement heifers, the daughters off 54E should have a lot of 
potential. We had another really good ET brother to 54E but he got hurt on pasture before weaning and never recovered. Too bad because 
having him stand beside 54E on sale day would have really shown the potency of this breeding. A fl ush mate sister to 54E sells as Lot 29. This 
bull was extremely vigorous when he was born and has a notch more BW which we attribute to his big recip dam who always increases BW 
in her calves. His ET brother was born with a 97 lb BW last year, and another fl ush mate brother was just born on Feb 3 weighing 90 lbs.

The only black Royal Red bull on offer and he has a soft-made 
look that I really like. His dam is the good 10R donor cow that we 
purchased from Spring Creek Simmentals a few falls ago. 10R is 
now 13 years old and maintains an udder that looks like it belongs 
on a two year old. We have two daughters in production and both 
have impeccable udder quality (a heifer off one of those daughters 
sells as Lot 34). 10R is the dam of the well-known sire, Springcreek 
Teddy 72U, and has several daughters working in breeder herds. To 

be honest, when I bred 10R to Royal 
Red I was hoping that 70E would be 
a heifer. My loss is your gain! He will 
produce a fancy set of steers and 
excellent replacement heifers to 
strengthen your female base.

Dam - Springcreek Linne 10R

9
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BPTG1213358  ~  JNB 54E  ~ Feb 7, 2017  ~  BW:  110  ~  Adj WW: 776  ~  Adj YW: 1243 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
4.3 3.1 66.6 97.9 19 7.1 52.3 105.79 64.66

RAINBOWRIVER Royal 54E

BPG1213514  ~  JNB 70E  ~ Feb 25, 2017  ~  BW:  78  ~  Adj WW: 676  ~  Adj YW: 1186 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
7.3 -0.2 52.6 83.3 23.6 6.9 49.9 107.26 61.67

RAINBOWRIVER Royal 70E
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 MR NLC UPGRADE U8676

MR CCF VISION
 GCF MISS ELSA

  SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z

IPU 56U MS. MORGAN 41C
 SUN RISE BLACK 33A

Homo Polled ~ Homo Black ~ Blaze Face

RAINBOWRIVER Vision 5E  MR NLC UPGRADE U8676

MR CCF VISION
 GCF MISS ELSA

  SPRINGCREEK OLYMPIAN 66A

RAINBOWRIVER LINETTE 27C
 BLACKSAND LINETTE 823U

Homo Polled ~ Homo Black

This soggy, deep ribbed, blaze-
face bull is the easy calving, curve 
bender type that we all search 
for. He has impressed since day 
one. He’s the natural calf out of 
our fantastic $19,000 donor cow, 
IPU 56U Ms Morgan 41C, who 
we heartbreakingly lost this fall. 
Based on her production record, 
the maternal attributes that 58E 
will have should be extremely 
strong. 58E has a very easy going 
disposition and awesome hair. I can 
just imagine the soggy, hairy set of 
calves he would sire. 58E was born 
unassisted with a moderate BW and 
a 285 day gestation. His EPDs rank 
him in the very top end of the breed 
for all but two traits, including the 

top 10-15% for CE, WW, 
YW, MCE, CW, and REA, 
plus he ranks at the top 
25% for API and top 3% 
for TI.

A powerful Vision son with a striking 
look. He belongs to the Linette cow 
family and is the fi rst calf out of a 
baldy face female with a perfect 
udder. We used Mr CCF Vision on 
heifers and were really impressed 
with their ease of calving, extreme 
vigour at birth and consistently 
short gestations. This bull has a fl ick 
of white on his forehead, wide hip 
and top, a ton of spring of rib and 
is sound structured. His rear view 
is really impressive. His breeding 
potential is strong with maternal 
greats like Liner 104S, Linne 33R 
and Vision in his pedigree. His EPDs 
are very good and suggest he will 
sire the curve-bender type. 5E was 
born unassisted with lots of vigour 
and a short gestation of 280 days. 

I had made a note in my 
calving book that he was 
a “beautiful calf” when he 
was born… the good ones 
always have that special 
look from the start!

Dam - Rainbowriver Linette 27C

Dam - IPU 56U Ms Morgan 41C 

11
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BPG1213374  ~  JNB 58E  ~ Feb 12, 2017  ~  BW:  93  ~  Adj WW: 891  ~  Adj YW: 1429 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
11.3 2.7 77.6 118.6 25.1 11.8 63.9 112.73 73.92

RAINBOWRIVER Envision 58E

BPG1209409  ~  JNB 5E  ~ Jan 12, 2017  ~  BW:  76  ~  Adj WW: 740  ~  Adj YW: 1340 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
11.4 0.8 70.9 103 24.1 9.6 59.6 119.58 74.02



RAINBOWRIVER Vision 33E

 MR NLC UPGRADE U8676

MR CCF VISION
 GCF MISS ELSA

  LFE BRING IT BLACK 811K

KLC MISS BRING 321N
 KLC MIS BLACK WALLY 02K

Homo Polled ~ Homo Black ~ Blaze Face

All three of these Vision sons are deserving sale features, but this bull offers the ideal chrome package and has a really proven dam to back 
him up. He’s an ET son out of our foundation black cow, “Blackie 321N”, who started off our black program back when dad fi rst got into black 
Simmies. She was one of the easiest keeping and best footed cows to ever walk our pastures. The females out of Blackie are some of the 
strongest cows in our herd and earned Blackie her spot in our donor pen a couple years ago. I’m so thankful we fl ushed her when we did, 
because a hip injury took her down this summer and we had to say goodbye to the old girl at 14 years of age. That was a sad day, but at least 
we have an embryo bank to carry on her infl uence. We have never sold a daughter of Blackie, and probably never will, so the only way to 
acquire her genetics directly is through a son. We have an ET sister to 33E in our keeper pen that is very good. 33E has a good disposition and 
is very sound footed, good boned and free moving.  He has lots of natural muscle expression and a really round hip, a square top and deep, 
soft middle third all tied into a smooth made, stylish look. He should sire an attractive set of calves, and it wouldn’t hurt if they inherited his 
blaze face either! His gestation was 284 days.

Dam - KLC Miss Bring 321N “Blackie” Maternal Sister - GBV Black Whisper 76T33E Front View

13
BPTG1209534  ~  JNB 33E  ~ Jan 25, 2017  ~  BW: 97  ~  Adj WW: 728  ~  Adj YW: 1259 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
10.5 3.4 70.5 101.4 20.3 7.1 55.6 112.48 69.47
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 MADER DICTATOR 27Z

RAINBOWRIVER NAVIGATOR 7B
 KRGS DIXIE 16X

  SAND RANCH HAND

JENS BLACK WINNIE 1W
 JENS BLACK TREASURE 21T

Homo Polled ~ Hetero Black

 MADER DICTATOR 27Z

RAINBOWRIVER NAVIGATOR 7B
 KRGS DIXIE 16X

  MADER FULL MONEY 145X

RAINBOWRIVER DOMINO 20C
 KRGS DOMINO 74X

Homo Polled ~ Hetero Black

RAINBOWRIVER Domino 35E

 MADER DICTATOR 27Z

RAINBOWRIVER NAVIGATOR 7B
 KRGS DIXIE 16X

  ACS BLACK JACK 758T

KRGS DOMINO 74X
 WINDMILL DOMINO 47R

Homo Polled ~ Hetero Black

67E is a smaller framed bull out of a deep bodied fi rst calf heifer. He 
has good length, a stout, round hip, and lots of hair. His dam is a 
maternal sister to Lot 16.  His sire is a bull we raised and showed as 
a calf, winning Champion Bull Calf and Reserve Grand Champion 
Simmental Bull at the 2014 MB Ag Ex. We used him for clean up 
for two years before selling him, so this will be his last progeny on 
offer. Navigator 7B has been consistent at moderating frame and 
stamping his calves with the deep, soft middle that he possessed. I 

envision 67E working well on smaller 
framed cows to increase muscling 
in their calves. 67E had a short 
gestation of 283 days.

Dam - JENS Black Winnie 1W

Dam - KRGS Domino 74X

Dam - Rainbowriver Domino 20C

Granddam - JENS Black Treasure 21T

14

15

16

BPG1213508  ~  JNB 62E  ~ Feb 14, 2017  ~  BW: 82  ~  Adj WW: 721  ~  Adj YW: 1206 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
4.8 3.6 58.6 84.9 20.8 9.4 50.1 93.52 59.44

RAINBOWRIVER Navigator 62E

BPG1213511  ~  JNB 67E  ~ Feb 19, 2017  ~  BW: 90  ~  Adj WW: 724  ~  Adj YW: 1159 

BPG1209538 ~  JNB 35E  ~ Jan 25, 2017  ~  BW: 70  ~  Adj WW: 740  ~  Adj YW: 1150 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
1.8 3.3 55 73.9 19.6 3.5 47.1 85.73 54.12

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
4.0 3.7 54 75.1 19 4.7 46 92.57 54.57

RAINBOWRIVER Navigator 67E

This bull comes from a fertile cow family known for their good looks 
and udder quality. He is from the same cow family as the Lot 21 and 
22 bulls. He was a twin to another bull. 62E was removed from his 
natural dam to adopt onto another cow that lost her calf, but that 
cow refused to accept him, so he was orphaned and raised (along 
with three other calves) by our two Holstein nurse cows. He had a 
bit of a rough start to life but still managed to be one of the higher 
performing bulls in his sire group. 62E is soft made, good haired 
and moderate framed with good length.

This is one of the most stylish bulls in the offering and is a 3/4 brother 
to Lot 15. You have to admire how smoothly his shoulder ties into 
his nicely extended neck and attractive herd bull head. He’s always 
had a look about him since he was a baby. 35E is a very moderate 
framed, well muscled bull with good length and a softness about 
him that’s typical of all the Navigator progeny. He and his twin 
brother lost their dam to an injury soon after birth, so he was raised 
along with three other calves by our two Holstein nurse cows. All 

in all, 35E has done fairly well for 
himself. If you want to add some 
fancy to your calves, take a look at 
this guy.



 MADER DICTATOR 27Z

RAINBOWRIVER NAVIGATOR 7B
 KRGS DIXIE 16X

  MRL HURRICANE 27R

SPRINGCREEK STORMY 34T
 BDV AMANDA L43

Homo Polled ~ Red

 MADER DICTATOR 27Z

RAINBOWRIVER NAVIGATOR 7B
 KRGS DIXIE 16X

  KOP CROSBY 137W

CMS LADY GODIVA 211Z
 ERIXON LADY 202S

Homo Polled ~ Red

RAINBOWRIVER Navigator 75E
 MADER DICTATOR 27Z

RAINBOWRIVER NAVIGATOR 7B
 KRGS DIXIE 16X

  WHEATLAND BULL 680S

JNB BLACK HONEY 19Y
 GBV BLACK UMBRA 78U

Homo Polled ~ Red

The dam of 52E is a deep bodied, easy keeping, tank of a cow that 
we purchased from Spring Creek Simmentals in 2013. She has been 
a good producer for us and for Spring Creek. We have a nice Liner 
56U daughter of hers in production, and she is the granddam of 
the Lot 26 heifer in this sale. Her docile, laid back disposition has 
been inherited by 52E. He is one of the bulls that grazed the poorer 
ridge pasture this summer, so his WW suffered a bit. 52E is another 
moderate framed Navigator son with good length and thick hair 

that should sire a consistent set of 
market calves. He had lots of vigour 
at birth and a gestation of 286 days.

This bull is the biggest framed Navigator son on offer and has a very 
quiet disposition. Although he isn’t the thickest bull in the pen, he 
has a deep rib, good testicle size and strong maternal credentials 
with Crosby, and the famous donor cows Erixon Lady 202S and CG 
Black Opal 652S in his pedigree. His dam is a very good milker and 
sets the standard for udder quality with ideal teat size. It’s hard to 
fi nd better udders than what the cows in his pedigree offer. I believe 
53E can be used with confi dence to correct udder structure and 
improve milking ability in his daughters. His gestation was 285 days.

This bull is the youngest in the pen and offers a twist with being 
red but having predominantly black cattle in his pedigree. His dam 
is an easy keeping, soggy, wide topped cow with a good udder 
that we showed as a calf and has produced some good bulls over 
the years. She is a maternal sister to the Lot 2 feature bull. 75E is 
moderate framed with good thickness, deep bellied and soft made 
with a smooth shoulder, attractive front third, and thick hair that 
is a darker red colour. He is put together just right. He is a very free 
moving bull and tracks well on the move. He is one of the bigger 

Navigator sons on offer and posted 
the highest adj YW in his sire group. 
His WW was on the lower side as he 
was in the group of calves that was 
on the poorer ridge pasture this 
summer, but he gained better after 
weaning, posting an ADG just shy of 
4 lbs/d.

Dam at 10 years of age

Dam - CMS Lady Godiva 211Z

Dam - JNB Black Honey 19Y

Maternal Granddam - Erixon Lady 202S

17
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19

PG1213370  ~  JNB 52E  ~ Feb 5, 2017  ~  BW: 95  ~  Adj WW: 642  ~  Adj YW: 1173 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
5.5 2.8 55.4 78 16.3 3.5 44 102.81 55.86

PG1210812  ~  JNB 53E  ~ Feb 5, 2017  ~  BW: 90  ~  Adj WW: 678  ~  Adj YW: 1206 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
2.4 2.3 55.9 79.4 21.3 11.6 49.3 98.37 57.67

RAINBOWRIVER Navigator 52E

RAINBOWRIVER Navigator 53E

PG1213517  ~  JNB 75E  ~ Mar 2, 2017  ~  BW: 101  ~  Adj WW: 624  ~  Adj YW: 1261 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
3.7 3.4 52.3 77.4 15.7 8.5 41.8 97.16 54.3
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 LFE BLACK LAKOTA 385W

NUG ROYAL RED 324A
 TRIPILE C SMARTY PANTS R

  FSP MACHO MAN 6M

GBV RED ULTRA 93U
 GBV RED PRIME CUT 127N

Hetero Polled ~ Red

RAINBOWRIVER Royal 16E  LFE BLACK LAKOTA 385W

NUG ROYAL RED 324A
 TRIPILE C SMARTY PANTS R

  FSP MACHO MAN 6M

JENS RED WAVE 25W
 BDDL PETRA 216P

Homo Polled ~ Red

This bull is a twin to Lot 22. Their 
dam is a big framed, really long 
bodied, well-balanced cow with 
a super udder. We have several 
of these Macho Man daughters 
still producing and they all milk 
well with udders that withstand 
the test of time. She’s been a 
great producer and comes from 
a good cow family. She has a 
daughter producing at Spring 
Creek Simmentals in SK who has 
worked really well for Brian as her 
fi rst three calves were all bulls and 
have all sold through his sale. This 
bull has a really deep, soft middle 
third and good length of spine like 
his dam. He weighed 920 lbs at 
weaning on Sept 22 and his EPDs 
rank him above breed average for 
both WW and YW performance.

Maternal Brother - GBV 34B 27E at side of dam at weaning

Dam - JENS Red Wave 25W

20

21

PG1209507  ~  GBV 27E  ~ Jan 24, 2017  ~  BW: 98  ~  Adj WW: 903  ~  Adj YW: 1425 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
3.4 4.2 70.8 105.8 22.4 6.3 57.8 105.88 64.68

RAINBOWRIVER Royal 27E

PG1209433  ~  JNB 16E  ~ Jan 19, 2017  ~  BW: 85  ~  Adj WW: 798  ~  Adj YW: 1334 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
2.3 5.3 69.7 104.2 20.5 4.6 55.4 88.44 61.85

27E is a long bodied, big footed, 
well-muscled bull that is a true 
sale feature. He is docile with lots 
of herd bull presence. 27E is a big 
time performance bull, boasting an 
actual WW of 1045 lb on Sept 22 and 
an actual YW of 1430 lb on January 
18. His dam is a great cow with an 
incredible production record. She is 
one of the few cows I have left from 
my dad’s breeding program. Every 
bull she’s raised has topped our 
bull pen and performed equally as 
good as 27E. Her fi ve sons to date 
have an average adj YW of 1501 lbs, 
and I’ll bet her bull calf at side will 
be the sixth to follow suit. This bull 
will certainly produce a consistent, 
heavy set of calves and some very 
functional heifers with longevity built 

in. Do yourself a favour and 
take 27E home on sale day. 



RAINBOWRIVER Royal 15E

 LFE BLACK LAKOTA 385W

NUG ROYAL RED 324A
 TRIPILE C SMARTY PANTS R

  FSP MACHO MAN 6M

JENS RED WAVE 25W
 BDDL PETRA 216P

Homo Polled ~ Red

 KUNTZ MARSHALL 12Y

KUNTZ SHERIFF 8A
 PEACOCK’S LI’L NETTIE 23Y

  MJH SPARTACUS

GBV RED UNITY 76U
 GBV RED PRIME CUT 73M

Homo Polled ~ Red

RAINBOWRIVER Royal 17E

 LFE BLACK LAKOTA 385W

NUG ROYAL RED 324A
 TRIPILE C SMARTY PANTS R

  MRL 67X

RAINBOWRIVER BRANDY 9B
 GBV RED UNITY 76U

Homo Polled ~ Red

Lot 21 is the twin brother to this bull. 15E was removed from his 
natural dam and adopted onto a second calver when she was in 
need of a calf. He got the short end of the stick because she wasn’t 
nearly as good a milker as his natural dam, plus he ended up at the 
ridge pasture that was a bit short on grass this summer. He had 
an actual WW of 788 lbs on Sept 23 and ranked right in the middle 
of his contemporary group. 15E has always been a bull with an 
eye catching look and stout, round hip with lots of natural muscle 
expression. He is a well-balanced bull and like his brother, he too 
has inherited great length of spine from his dam. He and his brother 
are 3/4 sibs to the Lot 20 feature bull.

The dark red colour of this bull runs several generations deep in his 
pedigree. His dam is a fertile, young cow with a good udder and lots 
of milk. She has a stellar Blue Chip heifer at side this year and her 
fi rst calf was a dark red heifer that we sold at Shades of the Prairies 
in 2016. His granddam is the dam of Lot 24. Royal Red daughters 
are noted as some of the good young females in the breed, so it’s 
safe to say that maternal strength runs deep in his pedigree. 17E is a 
long bodied bull with a little more extension through his front third. 

He should be a bull that you can 
keep some good heifers out of and 
will produce a solid set of dark red 
steers. His gestation was 286 days.

The dam of this bull is one of our heaviest milking cows on the farm 
and always brings home a big calf. She is a big framed, deep bodied, 
powerful cow and deep, dark cherry red in colour. She has passed 
that dark colour onto every one of her calves, including 51E. She too 
is one of the few remaining cows in the herd that I kept from my 
dad’s program. 51E is a son of the popular calving ease sire, Sheriff, 
but he has inherited his larger frame and powerful phenotype from 
his dam. 51E is a really deep bodied bull with a docile disposition 

and strong herd bull look. He has 
a good set of EPDs with most traits 
ranking in the top 30% or better of 
the breed, and his EPDs suggest that 
he will be the curve-bender type. He 
weaned off at 867 lbs on Sept 23 and 
was ranked third out of 19 calves in 
his contemporary group.

Dam - Rainbowriver Brandy 9B

Dam at 9 years of age

22

23

24

PG1209432  ~  JNB 15E  ~ Jan 19, 2017  ~  BW: 68  ~  Adj WW: 683  ~  Adj YW: 1225 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
2.3 5.3 69.7 104.2 20.5 4.6 55.4 88.44 61.85

PG1209437  ~  JNB 17E  ~ Jan 19, 2017  ~  BW: 93  ~  Adj WW: 698  ~  Adj YW: 1284 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
5.4 3.6 63.3 96.2 21.6 5.1 53.3 92.62 61.73

PG1213369  ~  GBV 51E  ~ Feb 5, 2017  ~  BW: 99  ~  Adj WW: 790  ~  Adj YW: 1321 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
10.8 2.5 73.9 113.3 28 10.1 65 99.69 68.35

RAINBOWRIVER Sheriff 51E
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RAINBOWRIVER Breaker 45E

 WHEATLAND HIGHVOLTAGE122Y

WHEATLAND CIRCUIT BREAKER
 WHEATLAND LADY 81X

  MADER DICTATOR 27Z

RAINBOWRIVER CORA 19C
 GBV RED ULTRA 93U

Hetero Polled (Scurred) ~ Red

45E was raised by a fi rst calf 
heifer with a perfect udder and 
his granddam is the dam of the 
Lot 20 feature bull. You have 
to appreciate this bull for his 
powerful spring and depth of rib, 
and how he carries that depth 
fully through his heart girth. He 
is wide and strong over his top, 
and has a thick, round hip that 
he carries down nicely, a quiet 
disposition and tons of hair. His 
sire, Circuit Breaker, is a bull that 
we have used with confi dence in 
our heifer pen for years. 45E’s EPD 
for BW is ranked at the top 10% of 
the breed and MCE is ranked at the 
top 15%. His CE EPD is at the top 
30%. He was born with a wee 78 lb 
BW, so I believe he will be an easy 

calving bull that 
should work on well-
developed heifers or 
second calvers.

Paternal Brother - Rainbowriver Circuit 10D

$16,100 High Seller in 2017

25

What do the numbers mean?

Calving Ease - The  ease with which a bull’s calves are born to fi rst calf heifers.  EPDs are reported as deviations in the percent unassisted births.  
When comparing calving ease EPDs of two sires, the larger EPD indicates a higher percent of unassisted births for calves sired by that bull.

Birth Weight - Calf weight at birth adjusted to a mature dam equivalent.  Expected progeny difference is reported in pounds. The larger EPD 
indicates a heavier average birth weight.

Weaning Weight - Calf weight taken between 160 and 250 days of age and adjusted to 205 days of age and a mature dam equivalent.  Expected 
progeny difference is reported in pounds.  The larger EPD indicates a heavier average weaning weight for calves sired by that bull.

Yearling Weight - Weight taken between 330 and 440 days of age and adjusted to 365 days of age and a mature dam equivalent. Expected 
progeny difference is reported in pounds.  The larger EPD indicates a heavier average yearling weight for calves sired by that bull.

Maternal Calving Ease - The ease at which a sire’s daughter calve as fi rst calf heifers.  The larger EPD indicates a higher percentage of unassisted 
births for calves born to the sire’s daughters.

Maternal Weaning Weight - The weaning weight of an animal’s daughters calves.  Expected progeny difference is reported in pounds.  The EPD 
value predicts the difference in average 205 day weight of an animal’s daughters calves compared to calves from daughters of all other animals 
evaluated.  The evaluation refl ects both the maternal ability of an animals daughters and the growth potential of their calves.  The larger EPD 
indicates heavier weights due to daughters ability to produce heavier calves.

Milk - Expected progeny difference is reported in pounds of calf weaning weight.  The milk EPD is a predictor of a sires genetic merit for milk as 
expressed in his daughters, or in other words the part of weaning weight attributed to milk genes.  The larger EPD indicates heavier average 
weaning weights due to daughters greater maternal ability. 

Both the All-Purpose Index (API) and the Terminal Index (TI) are designed to summarize EPD information for commercial users of Simmental genetics. 
It is important when looking at a selection index that it describes a similar situation to that in which the genetics are being used. With each index, a 
higher value indicates animals that are more suitable for the scenario described.

API -  Ranks animals based on their relative merit for a situation where Simmental sires are used on an Angus based cowherd. Replacement females 
are retained into the herd from the calf crop and the remaining calves are fed and sold on a value based marketing grid that rewards carcass grade 
and yield.

TI -  Ranks animals based on their relative genetic merit for a situation in which Simmental sires are mated to a mature Angus cow herd. All calves 
are placed on feed and sold on a value based marketing grid that rewards carcass grade and yield.

CSA 2018 Spring Breed Average EPD’s
CE BW WW YW MCE MWW Milk API TI
6.3 3.7 67.4 97.7 7.3 58.1 24.4 101.5 63.1

PG1213363  ~  JNB 45E  ~ Feb 2, 2017  ~  BW: 78  ~  Adj WW: 710  ~  Adj YW: 1273 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
8.7 0.8 57.9 82.5 22.8 11.1 51.8 102.06 62.75



RAINBOWRIVER Storm 10E

 LFE GOTHAM 819Y

LFE THE RIDDLER 323B
 LFE BS CHARO 23Y

  SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U

RAINBOWRIVER STORM 20B
 SPRINGCREEK STORMY 34T

Homo Polled ~ Hetero Black

RAINBOWRIVER Line� e 44E

 LFE GOTHAM 819Y

LFE THE RIDDLER 323B
 LFE BS CHARO 23Y

  SPRINGCREEK LINER 104S

BLACKSAND LINETTE 823U
 SPRINGCREEK DAWN 131P

Homo Polled ~ Homo Black

Sisters to the Bulls
This is a nice pedigreed Riddler 
daughter out of a very productive, 
great uddered Liner 56U cow. The 
Liner 56U females have made a 
name for themselves as some of 
the hands down best cows in the 
Simmental breed. Both 20B and 
her dam, 34T, have produced 
awesome for us, and both have 
strong heifer calves at side this 
year, which is why we decided 
to offer 10E to you. 10E is one of 
the largest framed and highest 
performing heifers in the pen. She 
weaned off her dam weighing 861 
lbs on Oct 1 (without creep feed). 
Her EPDs for WW and YW both 
rank at the top 1% of the breed, with 
a top 10% API and top 2% TI. She is 

really long bodied, 
good haired and I’ll 
bet she’ll have a near 
perfect udder. She 
had a short gestation 
of 282 days.

44E is a powerful feature heifer 
that comes right off the top of 
our pen. If you’ve been thinking 
about picking up a Riddler x 
Linette female, you may want to 
act now. She may be the last we 
offer from this mating as it’s time 
to start keeping some of these 
great females for ourselves. 44E is 
similar to her dam in many ways. 
She’s got the same softness, depth 
and overall mass with a little extra 
shot of frame and length from The 
Riddler. 44E looks to be developing 
a top quality udder, too. We have 
one full sib to 44E that calved in 
January and her udder is excellent, 
plus her bull calf is one of the 
best in the pen. I’ll say it again - 

this Riddler x Linette 
mating has proven to 
be a very consistent, 
never miss genetic 
combination. The 
guess work is taken out 
of this great female so 
invest with confi dence!

Full Sib - Rainbowriver Linette 32D

Dam - Rainbowriver Storm 20B

26

27

BPG1206353  ~  JNB 10E  ~ Jan 14, 2017  ~  BW: 80  ~  Adj WW: 723  ~  Adj YW: 1037 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
7.7 3.5 89 135.8 20.6 7.9 65.1 123.71 77.44

BPTG1213362  ~  JNB 44E  ~ Feb 2, 2017  ~  BW: 86  ~  Adj WW: 658  ~  Adj YW: 948 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
6.6 2.3 80.2 118 22.1 11.8 62.2 117.32 73.82
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RAINBOWRIVER Line� e 41E

 HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X

LRX THE GODFATHER 141Z
 LRX MS ACE 10X

  SPRINGCREEK LINER 104S

BLACKSAND LINETTE 823U
 SPRINGCREEK DAWN 131P

Hetero Polled ~ Hetero Black

RAINBOWRIVER Line� e 48E

 LFE BLACK LAKOTA 385W

NUG ROYAL RED 324A
 TRIPILE C SMARTY PANTS R

  SPRINGCREEK LINER 104S

BLACKSAND LINETTE 823U
 SPRINGCREEK DAWN 131P

Homo Polled ~ Hetero Black

This heifer always caught my 
eye when doing pasture checks 
this summer. I love her stylish yet 
powerful profi le with so much 
depth of rib, width and softness 
in a moderate frame. Linette 
really has been so consistent with 
passing her body type onto her 
offspring. 41E has a ton of poker 
straight hair just like her fl ush mate 
brother, Lot 7, who is a feature in 
the bull section. If disposition in 
your replacement females means 
anything to you, then you will 
appreciate the docility of this pet. 
She loves attention and will beg 
you for a scratch whenever she 
sees you. 

Royal Red really clicked with 
Linette as you can see by this heifer 
and her feature brother, Lot 9. It’s 
not everyday you fi nd a female 
with such explosive depth of rib 
tied into a pretty little neck and 
head. She’s the most moderate of 
the Linette females but carries the 
most volume on her frame. 48E 
is very feminine, soft made and 
heavy haired. This is the only Royal 
Red x Linette female we will ever 
sell as we are out of embryos. Her 
recip dam is a poorer milking cow 
so the WW in her ET calves always 
suffers. 48E had a lighter WW due 
to the lack of milk, weaning off at 
660 lbs on Sept 27, but I think her 
performance would have been 
better had she been raised on 
a different cow. Her rate of gain 
from WW to YW is par with the rest 
of our top end heifers.

28

29

BPTG1213359  ~  JNB 41E  ~ Jan 31, 2017  ~  BW: 87  ~  Adj WW: 627  ~  Adj YW: 880 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
6.1 3.4 73.7 112.4 16.6 6.3 53.5 111.6 67.6

BPTG1213366  ~  JNB 48E  ~ Feb 3, 2017  ~  BW: 82  ~  Adj WW: 589  ~  Adj YW: 864 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
4.3 3.1 66.6 97.9 19 7.1 52.3 105.79 64.66



RAINBOWRIVER Chloe 29E

 MR NLC UPGRADE U8676

MR CCF VISION
 GCF MISS ELSA

  NAC OVERDRIVE 5Z

RAINBOWRIVER CHLOE 39C
 GBV RED GOLD 24U

Homo Polled ~ Homo Black

RAINBOWRIVER Arizona 46E

 MADER DICTATOR 27Z

RAINBOWRIVER NAVIGATOR 7B
 KRGS DIXIE 16X

  JNB BLACK YUKON 14Y

RAINBOWRIVER ARIZONA 11A
 KLC MISS RED ROCK 426P

Homo Polled ~ Hetero Black

RAINBOWRIVER Blackie 47E

 MADER DICTATOR 27Z

RAINBOWRIVER NAVIGATOR 7B
 KRGS DIXIE 16X

  MSC  FANTASY

RAINBOWRIVER BLACKIE 3W
 KLC MISS BRING 321N

Homo Polled ~ Hetero Black

Before deciding to use Mr CCF Vision in our program, we saw some 
impressive progeny around the countryside. It really is true that his 
daughters are beautiful females. We had four Vision daughters 
born last year and all of them are at the top of our pen. I really didn’t 
want to part with any of them, but since the three Vision sons on 
offer are all feature bulls, I decided it would complete the package 
to offer up one of the heifers. 29E is really soft made, feminine, big 
bellied, hairy and carries some extra muscle shape. She was the 

fi rst calf out of a bigger framed 
Overdrive female with a tidy udder 
from a good milking cow family. She 
was extremely vigorous at birth and 
came early at 278 days of gestation. 
Her EPDs and indexes are all ranked 
at or above breed average, right 
across the board.

You have to appreciate this heifer for her spring of rib and the width 
she carries over her top. She is a very moderate framed heifer that 
carries the typical Navigator stamp with the moderation of frame, 
and depth and softness in the middle third. Her dam is a good 
young cow with a good udder that raised us a high selling bull with 
her fi rst calf. 46E had a gestation of 284 days.

This heifer is out of the same cow family as our Lot 13 feature bull and 
the Lot 33 heifer. She is a granddaughter of our proven foundation 
cow and donor, Blackie 321N. A maternal sister to 47E is working for 
Spring Creek Simmentals, SK. Her dam, 3W, is a massive volumed, 
easy keeping cow with a moderate frame, and sound feet and legs 
- the typical stamp of all our Blackie cows. 47E’s ears are a bit short 
because her dam always calves unexpectedly early on a cold day. 
When dad sold his herd in 2008, he only kept back a small handful 

of cows and 3W was one of them. 
That should tell you how highly dad 
regards her. 47E is a heifer with good 
length and depth of body, and a 
nice look to her. 

Dam - Rainbowriver Blackie 3W

Dam - Rainbowriver Arizona 11A Maternal Brother 

Dam - Rainbowriver Chloe 39C
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BPG1209518  ~  JNB 29E  ~ Jan 24, 2017  ~  BW: 74  ~  Adj WW: 649  ~  Adj YW: 854 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
10.9 2.2 71.2 106.1 24.1 8.7 59.7 106.81 70.43

BPG1213364  ~  JNB 46E  ~ Feb 3, 2017  ~  BW: 76  ~  Adj WW: 606  ~  Adj YW: 774 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
3.2 3 53.2 71.7 20.2 9.4 46.8 94.18 53.97

BPG1213365  ~  GBV 47E  ~ Feb 3, 2017  ~  BW: 87  ~  Adj WW: 616  ~  Adj YW: 822 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
5.4 3.4 59 80.9 16.9 9.6 46.4 102.09 58.98
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RAINBOWRIVER Echo 26E

 MADER DICTATOR 27Z

RAINBOWRIVER NAVIGATOR 7B
 KRGS DIXIE 16X

  WFL FULLY CHARGED 201M

GBV JNB BLACK XANA 32X
 KLC MISS BRING 321N

Homo Polled ~ Red

RAINBOWRIVER Linne 42E

 MADER DICTATOR 27Z

RAINBOWRIVER NAVIGATOR 7B
 KRGS DIXIE 16X

  SPRINGCREEK GOLD STANDARD

RAINBOWRIVER LINNE 18C
 SPRINGCREEK  LINNE 10R

Homo Polled ~ Red

RAINBOWRIVER Belle 6E

 

 WHEATLAND HIGHVOLTAGE122Y

WHEATLAND CIRCUIT BREAKER
 WHEATLAND LADY 81X

  LRX THE GODFATHER 141Z

RAINBOWRIVER BELLE 14B
 GBV JNB RED VEGAS 9X

Homo Polled ~ Red

Another female stemming from the Blackie cow family, but this time 
in a red package. Her dam, 32X, is a big, long, thick, beautiful cow 
with a good udder, and sound feet and legs who is always fat. The 
easy doing ability of these Blackie females really is second to none. 
32X ranks in my top two favourite Blackie daughters of all time. 26E 
is a long bodied, wide topped female and she always stood out 
amongst the other heifers on pasture this summer. She was born 
early at 283 days of gestation.

The last Navigator daughter on offer and she’s one I really wanted 
to keep. I love her stylish profi le and the deep, soft middle she has. 
Her udder development looks to be excellent, which makes sense as 
she’s from the Linne 10R cow family. Our fi rst Navigator daughters are 
milking now and their udder quality is superb with tight suspension 
and small teat size. Actually, a 3/4 sister to 42E just calved and you 
can’t make an udder any better than hers. It’s perfect. 42E is one 
of the best performing heifers in the pen. She weaned off her fi rst 
calver dam just shy of 700 lbs on Oct 1 and ranked fourth out of 

12 contemporaries in her group. 
Likewise, she ranked second out of 
12 for YW performance. 42E has a 
gentle nature and has always been 
a pet since she was a calf. She had 
a short gestation of 278 days and 
should make a good cow.

6E is one of our top red heifers and one I was tempted to keep. The 
udder quality on 6E’s dam and a full sister is top notch. This cow 
family is one of our best and 6E’s dam is proving to be one of our top 
young cows. Her full sister calved in January and has a rip of a bull 
calf on her. 6E’s dark red colour runs four generations deep. She is 
one of the largest framed heifers in the pen, is long, feminine and has 
strong spring of rib. Her gestation was 280 days. As a testament to 
the maternal strength behind her, she weaned off weighing 811 lbs on 
Oct 1 (without creep feed). I believe 6E will develop into a very good, 

functional cow.

Dam - GBV JNB Black Xana 32X

3/4 sister - Rainbowriver Linne 39D

Dam - Rainbowriver Belle 14BFull Sister - Rainbowriver Belle 8D
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PG1209498  ~  GBV 26E  ~ Jan 24, 2017  ~  BW: 107  ~  Adj WW: 652  ~  Adj YW: 839 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
2 6.8 65.5 91.7 16 7 48.8 94.02 56.81

PG1213360  ~  JNB 42E  ~ Jan 31, 2017  ~  BW: 83  ~  Adj WW: 658  ~  Adj YW: 916 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
1.9 3.8 70 108.1 18.3 7.6 53.3 99.25 63.86

PG1206356  ~  JNB 6E  ~ Jan 12, 2017  ~  BW: 81  ~  Adj WW: 681  ~  Adj YW: 918 

CE BW WW YW Milk MCE MWW API TI
8.9 2.3 69.8 100.8 19.6 9.7 54.5 101.64 66.25



Reference Sir� 

W/C Wide Track 694Y LF E The Riddler 323B L RX The Godfather 141Z

I P U Tiger 73C

Rainbowriver Navigator 7B Kuntz Sheriff 8A Wheatland Circuit Breaker

NUG Royal Red 324A Mr CC F Vision

Sire of Lot 1

Sire of Lot 8

Sire of Lots 14-19 & 31-34 Sire of Lot 24 Sire of Lots 25 & 35

Sire of Lots 9-10, 20-23 & 29 Sire of Lots 11-13 & 30

Sire of Lots 2-6, 26 & 27 Sire of Lots 7 & 28

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

TERMS: The terms of the sale are cash or cheque payable at par at the sale location. 

Settlement is to be made immediately after the completion of the sale. The right of prop-

erty shall not pass until after settlement is made. All settlements must be made with the 

clerk of the sale before any cattle will be released. All monies are in Canadian funds. 

BIDS: Every animal in the sale will be sold, by auction, to the highest bidder. No by-

bidding will be permitted. 

DISPUTES: In cases of disputes, bidding will be reopened between the parties involved. If 

no further bid is made, the buyer will be the person from whom the auctioneer accepted 

the last bid. The auctioneer’s decision in such matters will be fi nal.

PURCHASER’S RISK: Each animal becomes the risk of the buyer as soon as sold. 

INSURANCE: We insist that all animals remaining at Rainbow River Simmentals after the 

sale MUST be insured. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: All announcements from the auction block will take precedence 

over the printed matter in the catalogue. Buyers are therefore cautioned to pay close 

attention to any such announcements. 

CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION: Each animal will carry registration papers issued by the 

Canadian Simmental Association. A certifi cate of registration will be transferred to the 

buyer for each animal purchased after settlement has been made in full. 

SHIPPING: Assistance will be given in arranging trucking after the sale but no risk is 

assumed by the seller or any sales staff. Expenses incurred are the responsibility of the 

buyer. Buyers are requested to furnish shipping instructions when settlement is made. If 

you need assistance, please contact the seller. 

GUARANTEE: All animals are sold under the standard terms and guarantees as set forth 

by the Canadian Simmental Association (CSA). The CSA Breeder Guarantee Guidelines 

can be found on the reverse side of any registration paper belonging to a bull or female 

registered with the CSA, or on the CSA website at www.simmental.com. At no time will 

the seller’s liability exceed the purchase price of the animal.

EXCEPTION TO GUARANTEE: This guarantee does not cover death, injury, sickness or 

mismanagement. No guarantee is given that a bull’s semen will freeze. In cases where 

the animal is subjected to any hormonal or surgical reproduction techniques (i.e. 

embryo transfer) after the sale, the guarantee shall be null and void. Animals cannot be 

returned to Rainbow River Simmentals if not in a sound, healthy condition.

HEALTH: It is the buyer’s responsibility to determine health requirements for importing 

any animal into their province or state.

ACCIDENTS: Although every precaution will be taken to protect the safety and comfort 

of buyers, neither Rainbow River Simmentals, or any sales staff or Association assume 

any responsibility in this matter and disclaim any liability, legal or otherwise, in the event 

of accident or loss of property. 

LIABILITIES: All persons attending the sale do so at their own risk and the seller assumes 

no liability, legal or otherwise, for any accidents occurring in or about the premises.

RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS: The above terms and conditions of the sale shall constitute 

a contract between the buyer and seller, and be equally binding to both. Resale of 

animals following purchase in this sale shall constitute a separate transaction, and 

the rights and obligations of the two parties connected thereto are not covered by the 

terms and conditions of this sale. 
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